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The contents of this document reflect the views of the authors, who are solely responsible 

for the facts and accuracy of the data presented herein. The contents do not necessarily reflect the 

views or official policies of MDT or the USDOT. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

A state-of-practice screening has been conducted as part of the project “Analyze Business Models 

for Implementation and Operation of a Statewide GNSS-RTN.” This screening involved a practice 

survey that was sent to all statewide GNSS-RTN system owners/operators as well as interviews 

with major GNSS-RTN vendors/manufacturers. First, the online survey was conducted targeting 

owners/operators of the GNSS-RTN systems in the United States to evaluate various aspects of 

the statewide RTN system, RTN ownership and business model, system attributes including CORS 

types and spacing, the precision of location data, etc. Second, the vendors/manufacturers which 

provide products and services for developing, operating, and maintaining statewide GNSS-RTN 

systems were interviewed to gain more precise information about the costs and technologies 

involved in system development and gather more information about the different ways these 

vendors provide services to different GNSS-RTN system operators. This report is organized into 

two parts. The first part discusses the methodology, results, and findings from the online survey 

which aimed to examine the state of practice concerning establishing, operating, managing, and 

maintaining the statewide GNSS-RTN systems in different states. The second part of the report 

discusses the information gathered from the interviews with major technology 

vendors/manufacturers. A summary of the findings is presented at the end of the report. 

 

2 GNSS-RTN OWNERS/OPERATORS SURVEY 

To better understand the current practice in establishing and operating the GNSS-RTN systems at 

the national level, a questionnaire survey was developed and sent to the GNSS-RTN system 

owners/ operators at different states across the U.S. The survey consisted of 23 questions divided 

into two sections: i) System general information, and ii) System operation. The questionnaire 

survey was created and administered using Qualtrics survey software. Thirty-eight respondents 

submitted the survey representing 30 states (4 states with two responses and 4 states with no 

GNSS-RTN system). The duplicate responses were removed and the response from the manager 

of GNSS-RTN was considered. Only five responses were incomplete, however, they provided 

answers for the majority of survey questions, thus included in the analysis. Out of the 30 

respondents from the 30 different states, as shown in Figure 1, twenty-seven responses were from 

public agencies and only three responses were from private entities. The following section of the 
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report discusses the results of the questionnaire. A copy of the questionnaire is provided in 

Appendix A. 

 

 

Figure 1. U.S. Survey Respondents Map (Map Source: mapchart.net) 

 

2.1 Survey Results 

This section discusses the results of the questionnaire survey and is divided into two sections, one 

for the system general information and one for system operations and services.  

 

2.1.1 GNSS-RTN System General Information 

The results presented in this section summarize the information gathered from all 30 responses 

from the thirty different States.  

It is imperative to know about the ownership of the GNSS-RTN system and its components. When 

asked about the ownership of the RTN central facility and the CORSs, 80% of respondents 
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mentioned the central facility is owned by the public agencies in the corresponding states. 

Regarding the ownership of CORSs in respective states, 40% of respondents indicated that the 

CORSs are owned by both public and private entities, while around 57% of respondents indicated 

that the CORSs are owned solely by the public agency. Most of the state Departments of 

Transportation (DOT) own the central facility and operate the statewide RTN system. They also 

own most but not all of the CORSs within their respective networks. The results for system 

ownership are shown in Figure 2a and 2b. 

 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 2. Ownership of RTN (a) Central Facility; (b) CORSs in the Networks 
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To obtain information on the vendors/suppliers of the GNSS-RTN products and services acquired 

for RTN systems in different states, questions were asked about the companies which supplied 

hardware for CORSs, hardware for the central processing facility, and the software for the RTN 

system. The complete response options were: Trimble, Leica, NavCon, TopCon, and Others 

(where respondents can write in text). It was allowed to select multiple options if more than one 

company has provided products or services to the statewide RTN system. Based on the responses 

from RTN operators, the top three companies that provided hardware for CORSs in the U.S. are 

Trimble, Leica, and TopCon as shown in Figure 3. The same three companies were the major 

suppliers of software and hardware for the central facility of the GNSS-RTN systems. Few DOTs 

are using their data servers to host the central facility data processing and storage. 

It is essential to know about the current practices of both the coverage area of the RTN 

system in each state and the inter-CORS spacing which is an important determinant of the accuracy 

of the spatial data. When asked “Total number of CORSs that are part of statewide GNSS-RTN 

system (including CORSs owned by entities other than the GNSS-RTN system owner/operator), 

respondents reported numbers which varied between 10 stations in Connecticutt and 240 stations 

in Texas. 

 

 

Figure 3. Companies Providing Hardware for CORSs in the U.S. 
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These results, shown in Figure 4, clearly show that larger states have a higher number of CORSs 

in their systems which is anticipated. Moreover, the survey question “Your GNSS-RTN system 

provides coverage in the whole State or part of the State?” yielded results of ‘whole State 

coverage’ in approximately 86% of responses, and ‘part of the State coverage’ in 14% of responses 

as illustrated in Figure 5. 

 

 

Figure 4. Number of CORSs in Each State 
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Figure 5. GNSS-RTN Coverage in the State 

 

One of the important factors influencing the economic feasibility and the accuracy of the statewide 

GNSS-RTN system is the spacing between the CORSs. The lower the spacing between CORSs, 

the higher the accuracy of the spatial data and the higher the cost of the GNSS-RTN system. The 

current owners/operators of GNSS-RTN systems were asked about the average spacing between 

CORSs in their respective RTN systems, and the results of their responses are summarized in 

Figure 6. The results show that approximately 90% of statewide GNSS-RTN systems in the U.S 

use CORSs with a spacing of less than 70 km. 

The GNSS-RTN system owners/operators were asked about the accuracy of the statewide 

RTN systems, and the results are summarized in Figure 7. Four options were provided which are 

accuracy of 2-4 cm; 4-6 cm; 6-8 cm; and more than 8 cm. Twenty-seven out of 30 respondents 

indicated that their statewide RTN system provides an accuracy of 2-4 cm. Two respondents 

reported accuracy of 4-6 cm, and one respondent skipped this question. This high percentage of 

responses (90%) for high accuracy in location data (i.e., 2-4 cm) is consistent with the fact that the 

majority of the statewide GNSS-RTN systems have CORS spacing lower than 70 km as discussed 

earlier.  
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Figure 6. Percent RTN Systems based on CORSs Spacing 

 

 

Figure 7. Accuracy of Statewide GNSS-RTN System 
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2.1.2 System Operations and Services 

As CORSs need to communicate with the central processing facility for data correction, different 

communication means or methods can be used to connect the CORSs with the central facility. 

When asked about the “Communication methods currently in place to connect CORSs to central 

facility/server,” the respondents were provided with the following response options: mobile 

cellular network, internet-based communication, radio signal-based, and Others (where 

respondents can write in text). Based on the responses of the operators/owners of current statewide 

GNSS-RTN systems in the U.S., most of the networks use the internet or both internet and mobile 

cellular network for communication between CORSs and the central processing facility. Few states 

also use radio signals for communication as shown in Figure 8. 

 

 

Figure 8. Methods Used for Communication between CORSs and Central Facility 

 

To gather information on products/services provided by the statewide RTN systems to the users, 

the survey question “Does your GNSS-RTN system provide the following products to users [check 

all that apply]:” was asked with options of corrected coordinates (Real-time), network corrections 
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(Real-time), post-processed data (Static), and Others (where respondents can write in text). The 

results of the responses to this question are summarized in  

Figure 9. The results indicate that approximately 66% of the statewide RTN systems provide 

corrected coordinates (Real-time), network corrections (Real-time), and post-processed data 

(Static), whereas approximately 17% of the statewide RTN systems provide only network 

corrections (Real-time), and post-processed data (Static). Moreover, some statewide RTN systems 

also provide the following products (responses as Other): 

- Virtual Rinex 

- User statistics 

- Real-time & Historical Tracking of rovers for clients 

- Online post-processing solutions 

- Observation streams for science and industry 

 

 
Figure 9. Products of GNSS-RTN Available to Users 

 

To obtain information about the users who benefit from the statewide RTN, a question was asked 

to “Provide the average number of users of your GNSS-RTN system:” separately as total system 

users; annual subscriptions; less-than-a-year subscriptions; and others. Responses are summarized 
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in Error! Reference source not found. which shows that Colorado state’s RTN system had the 

highest number of total users, an average of 10,000 total users. The number of users of statewide 

RTN in Ohio, Florida, Michigan, and Minnesota varied in a range from approximately 5,000 to 

7,700. A few states reported equal numbers of total users and annual subscriptions as shown in 

Figure 10, indicating that they only offer annual subscriptions to access the network. 

The statewide GNSS-RTN system provides highly accurate location services to public and private 

users. To know about the rules and charges of accessing the RTN system, respondents were asked: 

“Users of your GNSS-RTN access the system [check all that apply]” with the following options: 

free of cost; annual subscription fee; less-than-a-year subscriptions fee; charges based on access 

duration; charges based on data-size download; and others (where respondents can write in text). 

The current statewide RTNs differ in their access rules, however, most of the state DOTs offer free 

access to the networks. Approximately 60% of statewide GNSS-RTN systems’ access is entirely 

free of cost for both public and private users. Table 1 summarizes the details of charges/rules for 

accessing the GNSS-RTN systems in responding states. In California, direct access is only 

available to Municipalities. Public departments can access data from state-owned stations via the 

partner California Real-Time Network (CRTN). Colorado DOT offers free access to the public 

departments and private users pay an annual subscription fee through private vendors. Similarly, 

the RTN system in Pennsylvania is only accessible for DOT and private users can access private 

RTN based on the subscription fee. The Utah Reference Network GPS (TURN GPS) requires 

annual subscriptions to access TURN GPS for location services. The respondents from 

Washington state reported that users access the network based on annual subscriptions, however, 

the majority of the users are cooperative partners in the statewide network. 

As the RTN system is comprised of CORSs and central facility, the CORSs can be 

managed and maintained by the owner of the central facility or CORSs, or both, while the central 

facility of the GNSS-RTN system can be managed and maintained by the owner of the statewide 

GNSS-RTN system or partner with any other entities. To identify the current practices regarding 

the party responsible for maintenance, IT services, etc., the following question was asked: “Who 

is responsible for the cost of: user and IT support; communication between central facility and 

CORSs; maintenance of the central facility; and maintenance of CORSs.” The options provided 

were: central facility owner, CORSs owner, and Others (where respondents can write in text). The 

results of the responses to these questions are summarized in Figure 11. 
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Figure 10. Number of Users of Statewide GNSS-RTN System 
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Table 1. Rules/Charges for Accessing GNSS-RTN System 

Charges to Access RTN 
Response 

Frequency 
Percent 

Annual subscription fee 1 3.6 

Annual subscription fee, Less-than-a-year subscriptions fee, 

Charges based on access duration 
1 3.6 

Annual subscription fee, Less-than-a-year subscriptions fee 1 3.6 

Annual subscription fee, Other, please specify: 2 7.1 

Free of cost 17 60.7 

Free of cost, Annual subscription fee 1 3.6 

Free of cost, Annual subscription fee, Less-than-a-year 

subscriptions fee 
1 3.6 

Free of cost, Annual subscription fee, Less-than-a-year 

subscriptions fee, Charges based on access duration, Other, please 

specify: 

1 3.6 

Free of cost, Annual subscription fee, Other, please specify: 1 3.6 

Other, please specify: 2 7.1 

 

For user and IT support service costs, the owners of central facilities are responsible for 

approximately 64% of all the statewide RTN systems. In a few states such as California, 

Massachusetts, Texas, and Vermont, the state DOTs are operating statewide RTN system with 

private partners (who own some CORSs), hence, CORSs owners are also sharing the responsibility 

of the cost of user and IT support services.  

The central facility and CORSs are connected and communicate primarily via the internet 

or cellular network or both. These services cost a fair share of the operation costs. In most of the 

responding states, central facility owners are responsible for the cost of communication services 

between the central facility and CORSs, however, approximately 22% of respondents reported that 

CORSs’ owners also share the responsibility of the cost of communication with central facility 

owners. In a few states including Utah and West Virginia, only CORS owners are responsible for 

the cost of communication between central facility and CORSs. 

The GNSS-RTN system needs regular maintenance of the central facility and CORSs. The 

results of the survey indicate that approximately 85% of central facility owners are responsible for 

the maintenance costs of the central facility. In Texas, both the central facility’s owner and CORSs’ 

owners share the responsibility of the cost of maintenance of the central facility. Whereas in 

Vermont, the central facility owner and the state agency of Digital Services are responsible for the 
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maintenance of the central facility. Furthermore, the maintenance of CORSs is also a responsibility 

of central facility owners in most of the states (53.6% of total responses). However, CORS owners 

are also responsible in several states (28.6% of total responses) such as Colorado, Maine, 

Massachusetts, West Virginia, and Mississippi. In five states including California, Oregon, Texas, 

Vermont, and Washington, the central facility owners and CORSs’ owners are responsible for the 

maintenance costs of their own CORSs. 

 

 

Figure 11. Entity Responsible for Various Costs of RTN System 

 

To better understand the business model for RTN systems included in this survey, the respondents 

were asked about the revenues of the RTN system from any users’ fees or subscription charges. A 

more meaningful way to know about the revenues of the system is to ask in terms of the total 

system operation costs covered by users' fees. When asked “How much revenues are collected 

from user fees/charges in terms of total system operation costs,” the respondents provided 

information that is quite surprising as presented in Figure 12. Most of the state agencies (17 out 

26 respondents) reported revenues generated from users’ fees of “0% of total system operation 
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cost” which indicates that these states provide access to the RTN system free of charge for all 

users. Two states, Tennessee, and Mississippi earn “1% to 20% of total operation cost” of the RTN 

system from users’ fees. The RTN system in Arizona, Illinois, and Georgia are privately owned 

networks (AZGPS, AZ; Kara Co. Inc, IL; eGPS Solution Inc, GA) and reported that users’ 

subscription charges make “60% to 80% of total operation cost”, “80% to 99% of total operation 

cost”, and “total cost of system operation”, respectively. Furthermore, the revenues obtained from 

the user fees in the states of Louisiana, Utah, and Washington cover the total cost of RTN system 

operation. 

 

 

Figure 12. Revenues of RTN System from User Fees/Charges 

 

Significant resources are required for establishing, operating, and maintaining the GNSS-RTN 

system. To get information on funding sources of current statewide GNSS-RTN systems in the 

United States, questions were asked to specify the funding sources for the establishment of the 

GNSS-RTN system, its operations, and maintenance, with options provided: Federal funds, State 

funds, Users/subscription fee, and Others (where respondents can write in text). Many of the 

GNSS-RTN systems in responding states were established using state funds (11 out of 27 
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responses), however, 8 RTN systems also received federal funds along with state funds as shown 

in Figure 13. Only two statewide RTN systems were built on federal funds. Tennessee state RTN 

system was established using state funds and users’ fees. The Washington state RTN was funded 

by an initial investment of Seattle Public Utilities, partners’ contributions, and users’ subscription 

fees. “Other” funding source reported by a respondent (owner of private network) from Georgia 

is “private business ownership for profit”. 

 

 

Figure 13. Sources of Funds for RTN Systems 

 

Regarding funding sources for the operation of the GNSS-RTN system, somewhat similar 

responses were received. The operating costs of approximately 50% of statewide RTNs were 

entirely funded by the respective states. Furthermore, 5 out 27 RTN systems (approximately 20%) 

also received federal funds along with state funds for regular operations. Only the Tennessee 

state’s RTN system operating cost was funded by the state funds and users’ subscription fees. The 

operations of statewide RTN systems in Illinois (a private network), Louisiana, Utah, and Arizona 

(a private network) were fully funded by users’ charges. The respondent from Washington state 

reported that the operating cost of the RTN system is mainly funded by users’ fees, however, some 
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partners contribute for software upgrades and other miscellaneous costs. These findings are 

summarized in Figure 13.  

The GNSS-RTN system requires regular maintenance of CORSs and the central facility. 

When asked about the funding sources for maintenance purposes, the respondents provided 

somewhat similar responses as those for the funding source of operation costs. The results are 

shown in Figure 13.  

Most of the statewide GNSS-RTN systems are managed and operated in-house by state 

agencies. This requires assigning resources and staff to oversee the daily operations of the RTN 

system. It is essential to know the resources and staff (in terms of full-time equivalent - FTE) 

required for the in-house GNSS-RTN system operation. Therefore, operators of the current 

statewide RTN systems in various states were asked about the number of FTE staff assigned to the 

daily operations of the RTN system. The responses indicated that the number of FTE staff assigned 

for operating the RTN system varied between 0.75 FTE and 5 FTE, however, 34% of responses 

indicated 1 FTE, 21% reported 2 FTE, and 25% reported 3 FTE. A summary of the responses to 

this question is illustrated in Figure 14. 

 

 
 

Figure 14. Staff Assigned to RTN System for Daily Operations (In terms of FTE) 

 

Before establishing a larger statewide GNSS-RTN system, some states have a number of existing 

CORSs owned by different entities such as private consultants, research institutes, municipalities, 
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etc. To reduce the initial cost of developing a statewide GNSS-RTN system, it is logical to consider 

the incorporation of existing CORSs. To gather information on the integration and inclusion of 

existing CORSs in the statewide GNSS-RTN system surveyed, the respondents were asked if they 

included existing CORSs in establishing their statewide GNSS-RTN systems. The responses are 

summarized in Figure 15, illustrating that 14 out of 25 (56%) states have incorporated existing 

CORSs, 8 out 25 (32%) have not incorporated existing CORSs, 2 respondents (8%) reported that 

there were no existing CORSs in their states, and one respondent selected ‘Other’ option and 

reported ‘adjacent states and municipal’.  

 

 

Figure 15. Incorporation of Existing CORSs in Statewide RTN Systems 

 

To gather further information on the inclusion of CORSs and incentives provided to the owners of 

those already existing (private) CORSs, the operators/owners of the 15 statewide GNSS-RTNs 

that incorporated the existing CORSs were asked if they had been providing any incentives to the 

owners of the CORSs. Most of the respondents (73%) reported that they did not provide any 

incentives to the owners of existing CORSs as presented in Figure 16. Some states reported 

providing incentives to the owners of private CORSs in various forms such as unlimited access to 

data, access to value-added services, one free subscription per CORS, educational opportunities 

for schools that host CORSs, and reduced subscription charges. 
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Figure 16. Incentives to Owners of Private CORSs 

 

3 SUMMARY OF RTN OWNERS/OPERATORS SURVEY 

A state of practice survey was conducted to learn about the current practices of operating and 

managing the GNSS-RTN systems and providing accurate location services in different states 

around the U.S. The survey was sent to the public and private GNSS-RTN owners/operators 

throughout the 50 States. Thirty-eight respondents submitted the survey representing 30 states 

(four states with duplicate responses and another four with no RTN system). This report presented 

and discussed the results of the survey of which the major findings are summarized below.  

- Most of the statewide GNSS-RTN systems surveyed are owned by the state 

Departments of Transportation (DOTs). The DOTs also own most of the CORSs 

within their respective network. 

- Based on the responses from GNSS-RTN operators, the top three companies that 

provide GNSS-RTN hardware and services in the U.S. are Trimble, Leica, and 

TopCon. 

- Most of the statewide GNSS-RTN systems provide coverage throughout the whole 

state. 
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- Approximately 90% of statewide GNSS-RTN systems in the U.S. are based on 

CORSs with an average spacing of less than 70 km. 

- The accuracy of position data offered by 90% of statewide GNSS-RTN systems is 

2-4 cm. 

- Most of the statewide GNSS-RTN systems use either the internet or both internet 

and mobile cellular network for communication between CORSs and the central 

processing facility. 

- The statewide GNSS-RTN systems often provide corrected coordinates (Real-

time), network corrections (Real-time), post-processed data (Static), and 

occasionally they may provide virtual Rinex. 

- Approximately 60% of statewide GNSS-RTN systems offer entirely free access to 

both public and private users. However, several statewide GNSS-RTN systems 

charge annual subscription fees. 

- The owners of central facilities are responsible for user and IT support service costs 

in approximately 64% of all the statewide GNSS-RTN systems. In addition, the 

central facility owners are responsible for the cost of communication services 

between the central facility and CORSs and for the cost of maintenance of the 

central facility in most of the GNSS-RTN systems surveyed. 

- Most of the state agencies (17 out 26 respondents) reported that they do not generate 

revenues from users’ fees. 

- The funding sources for the establishment of most of the statewide GNSS-RTN 

systems are either only state funds or some federal funds along with state funds. 

However, the funding sources for the daily operation of GNSS-RTN systems are 

state funds and users’ fees. 

- To manage and operate an in-house statewide GNSS-RTN system, 1 to 3 FTE staff 

are required. 

- Approximately 50% of the statewide GNSS-RTN systems did incorporate the 

already existing CORSs in their networks. Some states provide incentives to the 

owners of private CORSs in various forms such as unlimited access to data, access 

to value-added services, one free subscription per CORS, educational opportunities 

for schools that host CORSs, and reduced subscription charges. 
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4 VENDORS/MANUFACTURERS INTERVIEWS 

After screening current practices of the statewide GNSS-RTN system, the researchers conducted 

in-depth interviews with representatives of major GNSS-RTN manufacturers and suppliers to 

obtain more precise information about the costs, technologies, and services provided by these 

companies. Based on the survey responses of operators/owners of current statewide GNSS-RTN 

systems, the top three manufacturers and suppliers were selected including Trimble, Leica, and 

TopCon. The researchers contacted more than six (06) officials at Trimble office  including 

Trimble Public Relation (PR), and Trimble Sales and Support office via email and phone several 

times but did not receive any response. The researchers were able to arrange interviews with 

representatives from the other two manufacturers TopCon and Leica. The interview questions and 

topics were shared with TopCon Sale’s executive and Leica's Executive officer before the 

interviews which were conducted via web conferencing. The following subsections discuss in 

detail the responses of the company representatives to the interview questions. It should be noted 

that the cost information provided by the representatives during the interviews is only tentative 

and may be different from the actual cost solicited through a bidding process. The complete set of 

interview questions is available in Appendix B. 

 

4.1 TopCon 

 
4.1.1  Products and Services 

The researchers began the survey by asking the TopCon representative about the various product 

and services along with the costs and other attributes. When asked about the hardware kit for 

CORSs, hardware for a central facility, and software for the central facility, the respondent 

reported that the TopCon offers two types of antennas and two types of receivers for CORSs. The 

cost of a complete kit of hardware for a CORS is approximately $8,500. 

The central facility hardware consists of data servers and computers for the processing and 

storage of data. The respondent reported that the central facility can be established using in-house 

servers or a hosted environment. The cost differential is based on different factors such as short-

term and long-term hosting and in-house vs. hosted environment. For in-house central facility 

establishment, the reported approximate initial cost of servers ranges from $25,000 to $35,000.  
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When asked about the cost of software for central facility servers and processing, the respondent 

reported that the cost of RTN software depends on the features and functionalities you wish to 

provide to the customers. For in-house private network establishment, the approximate cost of 

TopNET PLUS Server software is $54,000 plus $3,200 per CORS in the network (reported by the 

representative from TopCon). This software has additional charges of $6,000 per year for the 

annual maintenance of the software. 

Before establishing the statewide RTN system, the system is designed by professionals 

based on standards and the required attributes and functionalities such as ubiquity, reliability, and 

accuracy of location services. System design includes the number of CORSs required to achieve 

specific accuracy, number of servers, and processing power/CPU required for maximum 

efficiency. The representative was asked if the company offers design services for the RTN system, 

the respondent reported different options. TopCon does not offer stand-alone design consulting 

services, however, it offers online subscription services for the design and positioning of CORSs 

within the complete network. In addition, TopCon offers training and consulting services for the 

GNSS-RTN systems solely built by the company. The approximate cost for training client’s 

employees and setting up software is in the order of $2500 per day on-site for a minimum of 3 

days or $250/h for remote services.  

When asked about building and/or establishing the components of the RTN system including 

CORSs and central processing facility, the respondent reported that TopCon provides building 

RTN components as part of building a complete statewide RTN system, in conjunction with 

hardware/software procurement, and/or in conjunction with system operation contract as well.  

To gain further information about the network operation services of statewide RTN, a 

question was asked “Does your company operate GNSS-RTN systems?” with options: operates as 

stand-alone service, or only for systems designed and built by your company. The respondent 

mentioned that TopCon does not operate statewide publicly-owned networks, however, it operates 

TopNET Live which is a private network of Topcon. Figure 17 shows the coverage of TopNET 

Live North America. TopNET Live Global has over 5000 reference stations in the Americas, 

Europe, Asia, China, and Russia. Topcon incorporates privately owned (third party) CORSs in 

TopNET Live and provides free subscriptions to the private owners of CORSs. TopNET Live has 

globally 250 private partners. Moreover, the respondent reported that the subscription fee for the 

entire west coast is $1300 per year. 
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Figure 17. Coverage of TopNET Live in North America (Courtesy of TopCon) 

 

Apart from this information, TopCon has designed a plan of CORSs for the state of Montana as 

shown in Figure 18. Based on the TopCon estimate, 120 CORSs would be needed for full coverage 

in the state of Montana. In this figure, CORSs are spaced no more than 70 km which is the required 

spacing between CORSs for higher accuracy (2-4 cm). The radius of each coverage circle around 

each CORS is 35 km. Blue CORSs (25 stations) are existing CORSs that are part of the TopNET 

live, whereas the green CORSs (95 stations) are proposed new stations for the statewide GNSS-

RTN system. The representative from TopCon communicated that if the state of Montana wants 

to be a part of TopNET live, the following incentives would be offered to the state agency (owner 

of CORSs): 

i. TopCon will be responsible for hosting Montana CORS and providing real-time 

location services, which means the state does not need:  

a. To pay for the software of the central facility. 

b. In-house servers development and expenses. 

c. To spend on maintenance of the central facility. 

ii. TopCon would offer two full-time free subscriptions per CORS. 
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iii. The state agency would be able to purchase annual subscriptions for entire west coast 

coverage at a discounted rate and sell it to private customers. 

It is reported that the already existing CORSs can be incorporated into the larger statewide 

network.  

The respondent was asked about the subscription charges to access the network. He 

reported a $1,300 per year subscription charge that would offer full access to the entire west coast 

data including the state of Montana. An in-house GNSS-RTN system requires regular maintenance 

of the central facility and CORSs. TopCon provides maintenance services to the RTN system 

designed and built by TopCon. It offers depot repair services for CORSs. Besides, the respondent 

reported that warranty and extended warranties are also available for the hardware of CORSs. For 

maintenance of the central facility, an annual maintenance contract is required which costs $6,000 

per year (primarily software upgrades). 

 

 

Figure 18. Plan of CORSs in Montana 
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4.1.2 Current and Past Clients 

To gather information on TopCon's expertise and their market share of the GNSS-RTN industry, 

the representative of TopCon was asked about current clients of the company. The respondent 

reported that Topcon has several ongoing business relationships with key network clients such as 

the Geographical Survey Institute (GSI), an affiliate of the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, 

Transport, and Tourism (MLIT) in Japan. Topcon will provide a total of 450 receivers for the GPS 

Earth Observation Network System (GEONET) operated by the GSI. Topcon will also provide 

GPS observation/control software as well as a database management system exclusively designed 

for the GEONET. Since GEONET is an ever-changing and expanding network, Topcon is pleased 

to be a part of this important relationship. 

Further, TopCon was also selected to supply GNSS receivers for the Crustal Movement 

Observation Network of China (CMONOC). TopCon supplied 132 campaign-mode (portable) 

GNSS COR receivers and GNSS choke ring antennas for CMONOC. The CMONOC project was 

established by the China Earthquake Administration (CEA) of the People’s Republic of China, to 

monitor crustal deformation and to predict earthquakes using GNSS technology. 

Moreover, in the United States, Topcon has been the GNSS-RTN provider for the 

Tennessee Department of Transportation (TDOT) for over ten years. TDOT owns and maintains 

a dense network of Reference Stations to provide statewide RTK coverage for highway projects 

carried out by TDOT staff and its consulting engineering and survey firms. 

 

4.2 Leica 

The researchers had an online interview with the representative of Leica, a major GNSS-RTN 

services and hardware provider in the United States. The questionnaire was shared well in advance 

with the interviewee.  

 

4.2.1 Products and Services 

The researchers started the interview with questions about the central facility, CORSs, and 

establishing of the GNSS-RTN system. The respondent reported that Leica offers four types of 

antennas and two types of receivers for CORSs. The cost of the receiver ranges from approximately 

$15,500 to $ 18,000, and the cost of the antenna ranges from approximately $1400 to $10,500 

(depending on features and functionalities). The representative of Leica was asked if they provide 
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GNSS-RTN system design services, he stated that Leica is an open platform and can offer an in-

depth design of GNSS-RTN system as a stand-alone service, in conjunction with hardware or 

software procurement, and also for GNSS-RTN systems solely built by Leica. According to the 

respondent, the design of the network is part of the business partnership for developing the 

network. Leica does not charge for the design service as the establishment of the RTN system is a 

partnership and requires a team effort to include Information Technology (IT), management, and 

manufacturer. The respondent stated that very few manufacturers have the skill set and staff to 

facilitate network design from start to finish, including planning, implementation, management, 

and monitoring the network. He mentioned that Leica can provide the network adjustment to the 

National Spatial Reference Frame as well, however, it has a per-site fee. 

When asked about building and/or establishing the components of the RTN system including 

CORSs and central processing facility, the respondent stated that Leica establishes the CORSs and 

central facility as a stand-alone service, in conjunction with hardware/software procurement, and 

as part of building a complete GNSS-RTN system. He reported that Leica is a full-service 

manufacturer from start to finish of the GNSS-RTN system. All of the RTN components can be 

done, from installation to network adjustment, from design to management. Leica operates their 

own GNSS-RTN network and provides a total solution inside of SmartNET. SmartNET is a global 

network of Leica, including CORSs across the United States, which provides real-time location 

services. The coverage of SmartNET in the United States is shown in Figure 19. Furthermore, the 

respondent reported three major options for developing, operating, and managing the GNSS-RTN 

system which is discussed in the following sections. 

Option - I 

Leica provides hardware for CORSs and software for the central facility and the state 

agency is responsible for all charges. The agency is responsible for the installation of COR 

infrastructure and operating the facility. Regarding the central facility, the interviewee 

reported that blade servers can be set up to deploy an in-house central facility processing 

system or host it on cloud-based servers such as Azure environment or Hyland cloud. 

Hosting the system on Azure/Hyland would discharge the agency from upgrading the 

servers every two years and the maintenance cost of servers, etc. He suggested that 

approximately 6 servers and 4 CPUs would be needed for 120 CORSs. 
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Figure 19. SmartNet Network Coverage in the U.S. (Courtesy of Smartnetna.com) 

 

The cost of cloud-based servers for the GNSS-RTN system would be approximately 

$32,000 per year. If the agency wants to set up in-house servers, the server’s life would be 

2-3 years and would cost the agency approximately $30,000 to $40,000 every 2-3 years. 

The respondent reported that the cloud-based servers are very reliable and secure and have 

a fast backup service, in case, data servers crash. Whereas the inhouse servers may take up 

to a week on the backup process after a server crash. When asked about the software for 

the central facility, the Leica representative reported that Spider is a modular and scalable 

solution offered by Leica that can be upgraded anytime for additional sites (stations) 

inclusion and functionality. The respondent reported that the cost of Spider depends on the 

features required by the customer. 

The respondent also tried to estimate an approximate cost for developing a GNSS-

RTN system in Montana comprising 120 CORSs. In the estimation process, the following 

assumptions/selections were made:  

- The AR10 GNSS Antenna (cost $2750.00) was selected including a longer antenna 

cable,  
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- Ability to use the different GNSS constellations GPS, Baidu, Galileo, and 

GLONASS, 

- The functionality of monitoring the positions of CORSs at any moment over time, 

- The functionality of billing the contractors and private users and performing 

analytics, 

- The functionality to allow download of RINEX data for post-processing, 

- The functionality to locate users of the GNSS-RTN system on a map when they are 

connected to the network, 

- Communication between CORSs and the central facility is mainly based on the 

internet but it would include an option of cellular from two networks to fall back 

on the cellular if internet access stops working,  

- Costs of ground mounts or building mounts are included.  

Using the above assumptions and functionalities, the total cost of a GNSS-RTN system 

including CORS, central processing center, software, etc. was estimated at around $5 

million. Leica representative reported that if the project goes for competitive bidding, 

the price may drop to half of the approximate cost. He mentioned that they usually offer 

significant discounts on the list price during the bidding process and this may bring the 

cost down to around $2.6 million for the GNSS-RTN system. This cost includes the 

price of hardware for CORSs, software for the central facility, mounts (ground 

monument of 8 ft tall), cables, first-year regular maintenance, and network adjustments. 

The system would be operated by the agency. The annual maintenance (checkup of the 

hardware) includes visiting every CORS site, checking every cable connection, power 

supply, ethernet connection, among other services. The annual maintenance cost is 

approximately 20% of the total cost of hardware of CORSs. The cost of installation of 

CORSs (construction cost) and the cost of servers are not included in this total cost 

estimate.  

In the case of adopting option-I (i.e., in-house GNSS-RTN system development), 

the agency would be able to provide free access to other public agencies and can sell 

subscriptions to private users. They can manage this through “Spider Business Center”, 

a software toolbox by Leica. The cost of it depends on the number of stations in the 

network and software functionalities the agency needs such as a function of billing the 
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end-users for subscriptions, and data analytics of private user’s utilization. 

Furthermore, there is an inherent additional cost that one needs to take into 

consideration when the agency manages the GNSS-RTN network in-house. The 

network can have issues, a station can be down anytime, and other similar problems. 

To fix such randomly occurring problems in the network, at least two staff members 

are required to carry out the routine operations. 

 

Option - II 

In option-II, the agency establishes the complete GNSS-RTN system and Leica host 

the software and system on their own infrastructure. However, the agency staff operates 

and manages the system online through Leica system infrastructure. The CORSs of 

such GNSS-RTN system are only part of that specific network and not connected or 

incorporated into Leica’s private network (i.e. SmartNET Live). Leica would not have 

any access to the network either. This would be based on a term of 3 years contract and 

quarterly/annual payment of an operational fee to Leica. The approximate annual 

operational cost to pay to Leica would be around $1.2 million. This price can fluctuate 

based on what Leica would provide and what the agency would be responsible for. 

Moreover, if the agency wants to manage and operate the GNSS-RTN system in-house 

on their own infrastructure, Leica can offer support and service contract that helps in 

managing and maintaining the network, in addition to the annual maintenance.  

 

Option - III 

In this option, Leica would plan and design the network and system requirements for 

the agency to establish a GNSS-RTN CORS network. After establishing the statewide 

GNSS-RTN CORS network, Leica would incorporate and host the proposed Montana 

CORS network in the SmartNet North America network based on 3 years contract. The 

renewal/continuation of the contract after three years depends on the choice of the 

agency. The agency would pay for the communication service and the annual 

maintenance cost of CORSs. Leica would take care of all the operations and 

maintenance of the system including the network adjustments, maintaining all the 

hardware and software of the central facility, and operating the network. In response to 

the network establishment, the agency would receive free full access to real-time data, 
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and access to RINEX data for post-processing. The annual subscription charges to 

SmartNet Live North America are $2,500. Leica would set up an enterprise license for 

a number of employees of the agency. The number of free subscriptions depends on 

the type of use such as an agency surveying crew usage of the network, private 

contractors who are working for the agency, etc. However, the agency would be 

responsible for the block of 100-200 licenses and keep track of who is using this license. 

When asked about the number of free subscriptions/licenses provided to the agency, 

the respondent replied that it is, usually, one free license per one CORS, but it can be 

discussed and negotiated in the contract. He also mentioned that the private users would 

need to buy subscriptions from Leica to access the network.  

 

4.2.2 Current and Past Clients 

To gain information on Leica's expertise and market share in the GNSS-RTN industry, the 

representative was asked about clients of the company. The respondent reported that Leica has 

established several statewide GNSS-RTN systems such as networks owned by Oklahoma DOT, 

New York DOT, Iowa DOT, and Michigan DOT. Regarding operation and contracts with the 

owner of the GNSS-RTN system, he mentioned that Iowa DOT purchased the hardware and 

established the statewide network; however, Leica managed and operated the network based on 5 

year contract. The contract was continued for two consecutive terms. The 11th year Iowa DOT 

decided that they would manage and operate the statewide GNSS-RTN system in-house; however, 

they purchased a yearly-based maintenance service plan. In the following years, they signed a 

contract of support and services for various options with Leica. Further, he mentioned that another 

entity purchased all the hardware and software from Leica to establish the statewide network of 

CORSs, but made a contract with Leica to host the software of the GNSS-RTN system. In addition, 

one entity purchased all the hardware and software but had a contract of support and services with 

Leica to help the entity in managing and maintaining the network. 
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Appendix A: GNSS-RTN Survey Questionnaire  
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SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE 

 

The purpose of this survey is to understand the state of practice in establishing and operating the 

Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) Real-Time Network (RTN) at the state level. GNSS-

RTN may be owned and/or operated by state DOTs, other public agencies, or private entities. 

Private entities may own some of the Continuously Operating Reference (COR) stations that are 

part of a larger RTN network. Many states have GNSS-RTN systems with statewide coverage or 

specific area coverage, while other states may not have any network in operation.  

This survey is divided into two sections. Section 1 consists of general questions on the GNSS-

RTN system including system ownership, system design, and system users among other aspects. 

Section 2 consists of questions related to the operation of the GNSS-RTN system such as system 

operating costs, system funding, and users’ fees (if any).  

This survey should be completed by those in your agency who are involved in the development, 

management, or operation of the GNSS-RTN system. Participation is voluntary, you can choose 

not to answer any question that you do not want to answer, and you can stop at any time. The 

survey has 23 questions in total and is expected to take approximately 10 minutes to complete. 

Thank you in advance for your participation. 

 

Please enter your contact information: (We may wish to contact you if we need clarification or 

desire more information regarding a response) 

 

NAME:  

TITLE:  

AGENCY:  

PHONE:  

EMAIL: 
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1. Your current State: 

- Select from dropdown list: Choose a State Choose a State   

 

2. Does your state have a GNSS real-time network (RTN) system?  

o Yes 

o No  

Note: Answering "No" will take the respondent to the final submission page. 

 

3. Does your agency own or operate a GNSS-RTN system? 

o Yes 

o No 

 

SECTION 1. SYSTEM GENERAL INFORMATION 

 

4. Tell us about the GNSS-RTN system ownership in your state. 

- Central Control/Processing facility is owned by: 

o Public agency 

o Private entity 

- CORSs are owned by:  

o Public agency 

o Private entity 

o Both public and private entities 

 

5. What company/vendor did supply hardware for the CORSs [check all that apply]? 

□ Trimble 

□ Leica 

□ NavCon 

□ TopCon 

□ Other, please specify: 
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6. What company/vendor did supply hardware for the central facility [check all that apply]? 

□ Trimble 

□ Leica 

□ NavCon 

□ TopCon 

□ Other, please specify: 

 

7. What company/vendor did supply the software [check all that apply]? 

□ Trimble 

□ Leica 

□ NavCon 

□ TopCon 

□ Other, please specify:  

 

8. Total number of CORSs that are part of your GNSS-RTN system (including CORSs 

owned by entities other than the GNSS-RTN system owner/operator): 

• Please specify:  

 

9. Your GNSS-RTN system provides coverage in: 

o Whole State (system covers most of the state geographic area) 

o Part of the State (system covers a certain region within the state) 

 

10. On average, spacing between CORSs is about: 

o 30-40 km 

o 40-50 km 

o 50-70 km 

o More than 70 km 

o Do not know 
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11. Communication method used to connect CORSs to the central processing station/server 

[check all that apply]: 

□ Mobile cellular network 

□ Internet based 

□ Radio signals based 

□ Other, please specify:  

 

12. The accuracy of your GNSS-RTN system is approximately: 

o 2-4 cm 

o 4-6 cm 

o 6-8 cm 

o More than 8 cm 

 

13. The users of your GNSS-RTN system are [check all that apply]: 

□ DOT 

□ State survey department 

□ Universities 

□ Construction industries 

□ Engineering consultants 

□ Machine guidance (farming equipment, crop management, etc.) 

□ Private companies purchasing raw data for value-added services 

□ Other private and/or public entities --- please specify.  

 

14. Does your GNSS-RTN system provide the following products to users [check all that 

apply]: 

□ Corrected coordinates (Real-time) 

□ Network corrections (Real-time) 

□ Post-processed data (Static) 

□ Other – please specify: 
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15. Provide the average number of users of your GNSS-RTN system:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SECTION 2. SYSTEM OPERATION 

 

16. Users of your GNSS-RTN access the system [check all that apply]: 

□ Free of cost  

□ Annual subscription fee 

□ Less-than-a-year subscriptions fee 

□ Charges based on access duration 

□ Charges based on data-size download 

□ Other, please specify:  

 

17. Who is responsible for the following GNSS-RTN system costs? [check all that apply]: 

RTN components 
Central facility 

owner 
CORSs owner Other, please specify 

User and IT support    

Communication b/w central 

facility and CORSs 

   

Maintenance of central 

facility 

   

Maintenance of CORSs    

 

 

Total system users 
 

Annual subscriptions  

Less-than-a-year subscriptions  

Other  
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18. Revenue from user fees/charges cover: 

o Total cost of system operation 

o 0 % of total system operation cost 

o 1% to 20% of total system operation cost 

o 20% to 40% of total system operation cost 

o 40% to 60% of total system operation cost 

o 60% to 80% of total system operation cost 

o 80% to 99% of total system operation cost 

o Do not know 

 

 

19. Please specify the system funding sources by checking the applicable boxes in the table 

below.  

 

GNSS-RTN cost 

component 
Federal funds State funds 

Users/subscription 

fee 

Other, please 

specify 

Establishment of 

GNSS-RTN system 
    

System operation     

System maintenance     

 

 

 

20. How many full-time equivalent (FTE) staff are assigned to the daily operation of the 

GNSS-RTN system? 

• Enter approx. number. 
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21. Were already existing CORSs incorporated into your current GNSS-RTN system? 

o Yes 

o No 

o No previous existing stations 

o Other, please specify:  

Note: Selecting “No” or “No Previous existing stations” will take the respondent to the submission 

page. 

 

 

22. Do you provide any incentives to the owners of CORSs (other than the central facility 

owner/operator)? 

o Yes 

o No 

Note: Answering “No” will take the respondent to the submission page. 

 

23. Owners of CORSs (other than the central facility owner/operator) get incentives in the 

form of: 

 

□ Reduced subscription charges 

□ Unlimited access to data 

□ Other, please specify:  
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Appendix B: GNSS-RTN Survey Raw Data 
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Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4a Q4b Q5 5a_TEXT 

Alabama Yes Yes Public agency Public agency Lieca   

California Yes Yes Public agency Both public and 

private entities 

Trimble,Lieca,TopCon,Other, please 

specify: 

Septentrio 

Colorado Yes Yes Public agency Both public and 

private entities 

Trimble,Lieca,NavCon,TopCon,Other, 

please specify: 

NGS 

Connecticut Yes Yes Public agency Public agency Trimble   

Florida Yes Yes Public agency Public agency Lieca   

Florida Yes Yes Public agency Public agency Lieca   

Georgia Yes Yes Private entity Private entity Other, please specify: CHCNAV and 

HoWAY GIS 

Hawaii No           

Illinois Yes Yes Private entity Both public and 

private entities 

Lieca,Other, please specify: Mix of Leica and 

Novatel  

Indiana Yes Yes Public agency Public agency Lieca   

Iowa Yes Yes Public agency Public agency Lieca,Other, please specify: Leica ;-)  

Iowa Yes Yes Public agency Public agency Lieca,Other, please specify: GPS receivers and 

Antennas only 

Louisiana Yes Yes Public agency Public agency Trimble   

Maine Yes Yes Public agency Public agency Trimble   

Maryland No           

Massachusetts Yes Yes Private entity Both public and 

private entities 

Lieca   

Michigan Yes Yes Public agency Public agency Lieca   

Minnesota Yes Yes Public agency Public agency Trimble   

New Hampshire No           

Ohio Yes Yes Public agency Public agency Trimble,Lieca,TopCon   

Ohio Yes Yes Public agency Public agency Trimble,TopCon   

Oregon Yes Yes Public agency Both public and 

private entities 

Trimble,Other, please specify: Septentrio 

Oregon Yes Yes Public agency Both public and 

private entities 

Trimble,Lieca,Other, please specify: Septentrio 

Pennsylvania Yes Yes Public agency Public agency Trimble   

Tennessee Yes Yes Public agency Public agency TopCon   

Texas Yes Yes Public agency Public agency Trimble   

Utah Yes Yes Public agency Both public and 

private entities 

Trimble   

Vermont Yes Yes Public agency Both public and 

private entities 

Trimble   

Washington Yes Yes Public agency Both public and 

private entities 

Trimble,Lieca,TopCon,Other, please 

specify: 

Septentrio 

West Virginia Yes Yes Public agency Public agency Trimble   

No State Info Yes Yes Public agency Both public and 

private entities 

Trimble   

No State Info No           

No State Info Yes Yes Public agency Public agency Trimble   
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Q1 Q6 Q6a TEXT Q7 Q7a TEXT Q8 Q8a 
Alabama Lieca   Lieca   Please provide 

number below: 
53 

California Other, please 

specify: 
HP Blade servers for 

data processing and 

storage 

Trimble   Please provide 

number below: 
205 

Colorado Trimble,Lieca,

NavCon,TopC

on,Other 

UNAVCO Trimble,Lieca,NavCo

n,TopCon,Other, 

please specify: 

UNAVCO Please provide 

number below: 
9 

Connecticut Trimble   Trimble   Please provide 
number below: 

9 

Florida Lieca   Lieca   Please provide 

number below: 
100 

Florida Lieca   Lieca   Please provide 

number below: 
99 

Georgia Other, please 

specify: 
My IT Department Trimble,Other, please 

specify: 
3 processing platforms. 

Trimble, Geo++, 

CHCNAV CPS 

Please provide 

number below: 
69 

Hawaii             
Illinois Lieca   Lieca   Please provide 

number below: 
58 

Indiana Other, please 

specify: 
Indiana Office of 

Technology 
Lieca   Please provide 

number below: 
45 

Iowa Other, please 

specify: 
We use Iowa DOT 

servers 
Lieca   Please provide 

number below: 
103 

Iowa Other, please 

specify: 
That would be Iowa 

DOT IT (State) 

hardware supplied. 

Lieca   Please provide 

number below: 
101 

Louisiana Trimble   Trimble   Please provide 
number below: 

122 

Maine Trimble   Trimble   Please provide 

number below: 
19 

Maryland             
Massachusetts Lieca   Lieca   Please provide 

number below: 
20 

Michigan Other, please 

specify: 
State-run VM's Lieca   Please provide 

number below: 
123 

Minnesota Trimble   Trimble   Please provide 

number below: 
130 

New Hampshire             
Ohio Trimble   Trimble   Please provide 

number below: 
64 

Ohio Trimble   Trimble   Please provide 

number below: 
61 

Oregon Lieca   Lieca       
Oregon Other, please 

specify: 
State Data Center Lieca,Other, please 

specify: 
Septentrio Please provide 

number below: 
120 

Pennsylvania Trimble   Trimble   Please provide 

number below: 
18 

Tennessee TopCon   TopCon   Please provide 

number below: 
45 

Texas Trimble   Trimble   Please provide 

number below: 
240 

Utah Trimble   Trimble   Please provide 

number below: 
109 

Vermont Trimble   Trimble   Please provide 

number below: 
18 

Washington Other, please 

specify: 
Seattle Public 

Utilities 
Trimble   Please provide 

number below: 
150 

West Virginia Trimble   Trimble   Please provide 

number below: 
23 

No State Info Trimble   Trimble   Please provide 

number below: 
125 

No State Info             

No State Info Trimble   Trimble   Please provide 
number below: 

52 
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Q1 Q9 Q10 Q11 Q11 TEXT Q12 

Alabama Whole State (system covers most of the state 

geographic area) 40-50 km Mobile network,Internet 

based  2-4 cm 

California Part of the State (system covers a certain 
region within the state) 40-50 km Internet based  2-4 cm 

Colorado Whole State (system covers most of the state 

geographic area) 
More than 70 

km Radio signals based  4-6 cm 

Connecticut Whole State (system covers most of the state 
geographic area) 40-50 km Internet based  2-4 cm 

Florida Whole State (system covers most of the state 

geographic area) 30-40 km Mobile network  2-4 cm 

Florida Whole State (system covers most of the state 
geographic area) 30-40 km Internet based  2-4 cm 

Georgia Whole State (system covers most of the state 

geographic area) 50-70 km Mobile network  2-4 cm 

Hawaii      

Illinois Part of the State (system covers a certain 
region within the state) 30-40 km Internet based,Radio signals 

based  2-4 cm 

Indiana Whole State (system covers most of the state 

geographic area) 30-40 km Internet based  2-4 cm 

Iowa Whole State (system covers most of the state 
geographic area) 40-50 km Mobile network,Internet 

based  2-4 cm 

Iowa Whole State (system covers most of the state 

geographic area) 50-70 km Mobile network  2-4 cm 

Louisiana Whole State (system covers most of the state 
geographic area) 50-70 km Internet based  2-4 cm 

Maine Whole State (system covers most of the state 

geographic area) 50-70 km Internet based  2-4 cm 

Maryland      

Massachusetts Whole State (system covers most of the state 
geographic area) 50-70 km Internet based  2-4 cm 

Michigan Whole State (system covers most of the state 

geographic area) 30-40 km   2-4 cm 

Minnesota Whole State (system covers most of the state 

geographic area) 40-50 km Internet based  2-4 cm 

New Hampshire      

Ohio Whole State (system covers most of the state 

geographic area) 30-40 km Mobile network,Internet 

based  2-4 cm 

Ohio Whole State (system covers most of the state 

geographic area) 30-40 km Mobile network,Internet 

based  2-4 cm 

Oregon Whole State (system covers most of the state 

geographic area) Do not know Mobile network,Internet 

based   

Oregon Part of the State (system covers a certain 

region within the state) 50-70 km Mobile network,Internet 

based,Other, please specify: 
State 

Network 2-4 cm 

Pennsylvania Whole State (system covers most of the state 

geographic area) 
More than 70 

km Internet based  2-4 cm 

Tennessee Whole State (system covers most of the state 
geographic area) 40-50 km Internet based  2-4 cm 

Texas Whole State (system covers most of the state 

geographic area) 50-70 km Mobile network,Internet 

based  2-4 cm 

Utah Whole State (system covers most of the state 
geographic area) Do not know Internet based  4-6 cm 

Vermont Whole State (system covers most of the state 

geographic area) 30-40 km Mobile network  2-4 cm 

Washington Whole State (system covers most of the state 
geographic area) 50-70 km Mobile network,Internet 

based,Radio signals based  2-4 cm 

West Virginia Whole State (system covers most of the state 

geographic area) 50-70 km Mobile network,Internet 

based  2-4 cm 

No State Info Whole State (system covers most of the state 
geographic area) 40-50 km Mobile network,Internet 

based  2-4 cm 

No State Info      

No State Info Whole State (system covers most of the state 

geographic area) 50-70 km Mobile network,Internet 

based  2-4 cm 
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Q1 Q13 Q13 TEXT 

Alabama DOT,State survey department,Universities,Construction industries,Engineering 

consultants,Machine guidance (farming equipment, crop management, etc.),Private 
companies purchasing raw data for value-added services,Other private and/or public 

entities --- please specify 

NOAA, NGS 

California DOT,State survey department,Universities,Construction industries,Machine guidance 

(farming equipment, crop management, etc.),Other private and/or public entities --- 
please specify 

Counties, cities and public water entities. 

Fields using the RTN from these entities 
include Surveys, GIS, city water 

departments and irrigation districts. 

Colorado DOT,State survey department,Universities,Construction industries,Engineering 
consultants,Machine guidance (farming equipment, crop management, etc.),Private 

companies purchasing raw data for value-added services,Other private and/or public 

entities --- please specify 

COUNTY AND MUNICIPAL 

Connecticut DOT,State survey department,Universities,Construction industries,Engineering 
consultants,Machine guidance (farming equipment, crop management, etc.),Private 

companies purchasing raw data for value-added services 

  

Florida DOT,Universities,Construction industries,Engineering consultants,Machine guidance 

(farming equipment, crop management, etc.),Private companies purchasing raw data for 

value-added services,Other private and/or public entities --- please specify 

System is available to the public. 

Florida DOT,State survey department,Universities,Construction industries,Engineering 

consultants,Machine guidance (farming equipment, crop management, etc.),Other 
private and/or public entities --- please specify 

multiple municipalities, utilities and 

private companies - no fees  

Georgia DOT,State survey department,Universities,Construction industries,Engineering 

consultants,Machine guidance (farming equipment, crop management, etc.),Private 
companies purchasing raw data for value-added services,Other private and/or public 

entities --- please specify 

Land Surveyors, GIS consultants, Remote 

Sensing consultants 

Hawaii     

Illinois DOT,State survey department,Universities,Construction industries,Engineering 
consultants,Machine guidance (farming equipment, crop management, etc.),Private 

companies purchasing raw data for value-added services 

  

Indiana DOT,State survey department,Universities,Construction industries,Engineering 
consultants,Machine guidance (farming equipment, crop management, etc.),Private 

companies purchasing raw data for value-added services,Other private and/or public 

entities --- please specify 

Utility, municipalities, etc 

Iowa DOT,State survey department,Universities,Construction industries,Engineering 

consultants,Machine guidance (farming equipment, crop management, etc.),Private 

companies purchasing raw data for value-added services,Other private and/or public 

entities --- please specify 

  

Iowa DOT,Universities,Construction industries,Engineering consultants,Machine guidance 

(farming equipment, crop management, etc.),Private companies purchasing raw data for 

value-added services,Other private and/or public entities --- please specify 

Counties, Cities, DNR, Federal USDA, 

USACOE, etc. 

User base in numerous, given FREE to 
access. 

And we do not have a specific State 

Survey Dept. 

Louisiana DOT,State survey department,Universities,Construction industries,Engineering 
consultants,Machine guidance (farming equipment, crop management, etc.),Other 

private and/or public entities --- please specify 

USACE, USGS, Plumbers, Land & 
Hydro Surveyors, UAV Pilots, Public 

Utilities, and more... 

Maine DOT,Universities,Construction industries,Engineering consultants,Machine guidance 
(farming equipment, crop management, etc.),Private companies purchasing raw data for 

value-added services,Other private and/or public entities --- please specify 

Agricultural Users, robotic mowers 

Maryland     

Massachusetts DOT,State survey department,Universities,Construction industries,Engineering 
consultants,Machine guidance (farming equipment, crop management, etc.) 

  

Michigan DOT,State survey department,Universities,Construction industries,Engineering 

consultants,Machine guidance (farming equipment, crop management, etc.),Other 
private and/or public entities --- please specify 

NGS data Gzip 

Minnesota DOT,State survey department,Universities,Construction industries,Engineering 

consultants,Machine guidance (farming equipment, crop management, etc.),Private 

companies purchasing raw data for value-added services,Other private and/or public 
entities --- please specify 

NOAA 

NGS 

New Hampshire     

Ohio DOT,State survey department,Universities,Construction industries,Engineering 

consultants,Machine guidance (farming equipment, crop management, etc.),Private 
companies purchasing raw data for value-added services 

  

Ohio DOT,State survey department,Universities,Construction industries,Engineering 

consultants,Machine guidance (farming equipment, crop management, etc.) 
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Oregon DOT,Universities,Construction industries,Engineering consultants,Machine guidance 

(farming equipment, crop management, etc.),Other private and/or public entities --- 

please specify 

UNAVCO 

Oregon DOT,State survey department,Universities,Construction industries,Engineering 

consultants,Machine guidance (farming equipment, crop management, etc.),Other 
private and/or public entities --- please specify 

Mapping and GIS services 

Pennsylvania DOT,State survey department,Other private and/or public entities --- please specify The state has a DOT owned and operated 

RTN for DOT use only, that also shares 
data to a Private RTN run by Trimble for 

subscription users. 

Tennessee DOT,State survey department,Universities,Construction industries,Engineering 

consultants,Machine guidance (farming equipment, crop management, etc.) 

  

Texas DOT,State survey department,Universities,Construction industries,Engineering 

consultants,Machine guidance (farming equipment, crop management, etc.) 

  

Utah DOT,State survey department,Universities,Construction industries,Engineering 

consultants,Machine guidance (farming equipment, crop management, etc.) 

  

Vermont DOT,State survey department,Universities,Construction industries,Engineering 

consultants,Machine guidance (farming equipment, crop management, etc.),Private 

companies purchasing raw data for value-added services 

  

Washington DOT,State survey department,Universities,Construction industries,Engineering 
consultants,Machine guidance (farming equipment, crop management, etc.),Private 

companies purchasing raw data for value-added services,Other private and/or public 

entities --- please specify 

Utilities, agriculture, scientific agencies, 
federal, autonomous navigation, robotics  

West Virginia DOT,State survey department,Universities,Construction industries,Engineering 

consultants,Machine guidance (farming equipment, crop management, etc.),Private 

companies purchasing raw data for value-added services 

  

No State Info DOT,State survey department,Universities,Construction industries,Engineering 

consultants,Machine guidance (farming equipment, crop management, etc.) 

  

No State Info     

No State Info DOT,State survey department,Universities,Construction industries,Engineering 
consultants,Machine guidance (farming equipment, crop management, etc.) 
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Q1 Q14 Q14a TEXT Q15a Q15b Q15c Q15d 

Alabama Corrected coordinates (Real-time),Network corrections 
(Real-time),Post-processed data (Static),Other, please 

specify: 

Virtual Rinex 1188 
  

  

California Corrected coordinates (Real-time),Network corrections 

(Real-time),Post-processed data (Static) 

  300 300 
 

  

Colorado Other, please specify: ONLY VIA NGS OR 

Software 

10000 0 0 21 

Connecticut Corrected coordinates (Real-time),Network corrections 

(Real-time) 

    
  

  

Florida Corrected coordinates (Real-time),Network corrections 

(Real-time),Post-processed data (Static) 

  5900 15600 
 

  

Florida Corrected coordinates (Real-time),Network corrections 

(Real-time),Post-processed data (Static) 

  3600 
  

  

Georgia Corrected coordinates (Real-time),Network corrections 

(Real-time),Post-processed data (Static),Other, please 

specify: 

User statistics 500 200 300   

Hawaii       
  

  

Illinois Corrected coordinates (Real-time),Network corrections 

(Real-time),Post-processed data (Static) 

  1000 700 300   

Indiana Network corrections (Real-time),Post-processed data 

(Static) 

  4500 
  

  

Iowa Network corrections (Real-time),Post-processed data 

(Static),Other, please specify: 

Virtual RINEX 3700 
  

  

Iowa Network corrections (Real-time),Post-processed data 

(Static),Other, please specify: 

Adjusted Network 

Coordinates, last derived 
upon NAD83(2011) upon 

NAVD88/Geoid12B on 
Jan. 4th, 2019 

2036 1781 392   

Louisiana Corrected coordinates (Real-time),Network corrections 

(Real-time),Post-processed data (Static),Other, please 

specify: 

Online Post-processing 

solutions, Real-time & 

Historical Tracking of 
rovers for clients 

  
  

  

Maine Corrected coordinates (Real-time),Network corrections 

(Real-time),Post-processed data (Static) 

  50 600 0   

Maryland       
  

  

Massachusetts Network corrections (Real-time),Post-processed data 

(Static) 

    
  

  

Michigan Corrected coordinates (Real-time),Network corrections 

(Real-time),Post-processed data (Static) 

  5268 5268 0 0 

Minnesota Network corrections (Real-time),Post-processed data 

(Static),Other, please specify: 

we send out a correction to 

the user in the field via 

internet. The end users 
equipment supplies the real 

time coordinate. 

  5000 
 

  

New Hampshire       
  

  

Ohio Network corrections (Real-time)   3000 
  

  

Ohio Network corrections (Real-time),Post-processed data 
(Static) 

  7721 7721 
 

  

Oregon Corrected coordinates (Real-time),Network corrections 

(Real-time) 

    
  

  

Oregon Corrected coordinates (Real-time),Network corrections 
(Real-time),Post-processed data (Static) 

  1600 0 0   

Pennsylvania Network corrections (Real-time),Other, please specify: DOT system will provide 

Real-Time network 
corrections to users. The 

private RTN will provide 

more services. 

  
  

  

Tennessee Corrected coordinates (Real-time),Network corrections 

(Real-time),Post-processed data (Static) 

  500 400 20   

Texas Corrected coordinates (Real-time),Network corrections 

(Real-time),Post-processed data (Static) 

  2000 0 0   

Utah Corrected coordinates (Real-time),Network corrections 

(Real-time),Post-processed data (Static) 

  130 
 

0   

Vermont Corrected coordinates (Real-time),Network corrections 

(Real-time),Post-processed data (Static) 

  451 40 25   
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Washington Corrected coordinates (Real-time),Network corrections 

(Real-time),Post-processed data (Static),Other, please 

specify: 

Observation streams for 

science and industry 

4500 288 0   

West Virginia Corrected coordinates (Real-time),Network corrections 

(Real-time),Post-processed data (Static) 

  4000 
  

  

No State Info Corrected coordinates (Real-time),Network corrections 

(Real-time),Post-processed data (Static) 

  3500 3500 0   

No State Info       
  

  

No State Info Corrected coordinates (Real-time),Network corrections 
(Real-time),Post-processed data (Static) 

  1600 
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Q1 Q16 Q16a TEXT Q17a Q17b Q17c Q17d 

Alabama Free of cost   
Central facility 
owner 

Central facility 
owner 

Central 
facility owner 

Central facility 
owner 

California Other, please specify: 

Direct access is only 

available to 
Municipalities. Public 

can access data from state 

owned station via the 
partner CRTN network.  

Central facility 

owner 
,CORSs owner 

Central facility 

owner,CORSs 
owner 

Central 

facility owner 

Central facility 

owner,CORSs 
owner 

Colorado 

Free of cost,Annual 

subscription fee,Other, 

please specify: 

ANNUAL LICENSING 

FEE BY PRIVATELY 

OWNED VENDORS 

CORSs owner  CORSs owner 

 

Connecticut Free of cost   
Central facility 

owner 

Central facility 

owner 

Central 

facility owner 

Central facility 

owner 

Florida Free of cost   
Central facility 

owner 

Central facility 

owner 
Other 

Central facility 

owner 

Florida Free of cost   

Central facility 

owner 

 

  

Central facility 

owner 

 

  

Central 

facility owner 

 

  

Central facility 

owner 

 

  

Georgia 
Annual subscription 
fee,Less-than-a-year 

subscriptions fee 

Central facility owner 
 

  

Central facility 

owner 

 
  

Central facility 

owner 

 
  

Central 

facility owner 

 
  

 

Hawaii           

Illinois 

Free of cost,Annual 
subscription fee,Less-

than-a-year 

subscriptions fee 

Central facility owner 

 
  

Central facility 
owner 

 

  

Central facility 
owner 

 

  

Central 
facility owner 

 

  

 

Indiana Free of cost   Other 
Central facility 
owner 

Central 
facility owner 

Central facility 
owner 

Iowa Free of cost   
Central facility 

owner 

Central facility 

owner 

Central 

facility owner 

Central facility 

owner 
  

Iowa Free of cost   
Central facility 
owner 

Central facility 

owner,CORSs 

owner 

Central 
facility owner 

Central facility 

owner,CORSs 

owner 

Louisiana 

Free of cost,Annual 

subscription fee,Less-

than-a-year 
subscriptions 

fee,Charges based on 

access duration,Other, 
please specify: 

Research Agreements 
Central facility 

owner 

Central facility 

owner 

Central 

facility owner 

Central facility 

owner 

Maine Free of cost   CORSs owner 
Central facility 

owner 

Central 

facility owner 
CORSs owner  

Maryland           

Massachusetts Free of cost   
Central facility 
owner,CORSs 

owner 

Central facility 
owner,CORSs 

owner 

Central 

facility owner 
CORSs owner 

Michigan Free of cost   
Central facility 
owner 

Central facility 
owner 

Central 
facility owner 

Central facility 
owner 

Minnesota Free of cost   
Central facility 

owner 

Central facility 

owner 

Central 

facility owner 

Central facility 

owner 
  

New 

Hampshire 
          

Ohio Free of cost   CORSs owner CORSs owner CORSs owner CORSs owner 

Ohio Free of cost   
Central facility 
owner 

Central facility 
owner 

Central 
facility owner 

Central facility 
owner 

Oregon Free of cost   

Central facility 

owner  

 
,CORSs owner  

Central facility 

owner 

 
  

Central 

facility owner 

 
  

Central facility 

owner 
  

 

,CORSs owner 

Oregon Free of cost   
Central facility 

owner 

Central facility 
owner,CORSs 

owner 

Central 

facility owner 

Central facility 
owner,CORSs 

owner 
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Pennsylvania Other, please specify: 

No access beyond DOT. 

Private RTN is 

subscription based 

Central facility 

owner  

Central facility 

owner 

Central 

facility owner 

Central facility 

owner 

  

Tennessee 
Annual subscription 

fee 

Central facility owner 

  

Central facility 

owner 

Central facility 

owner 

Central 

facility owner 

 

Texas Free of cost   

Central facility 

owner,CORSs 

owner 
  

Central facility 
owner,CORSs 

owner 

Central 

facility 

owner,CORSs 
owner 

Central facility 
owner,CORSs 

owner 

Utah 

Annual subscription 

fee,Other, please 

specify: 

1 year subscription only 
Central facility 
owner  

CORSs owner 
Central 
facility owner 

CORSs owner 
  

Vermont Free of cost   

Central facility 

owner,CORSs 

owner 

Central facility 
owner 

Central 

facility 

owner,Other 

Central facility 

owner,CORSs 

owner 

Washington 
Annual subscription 
fee,Other, please 

specify: 

The majority of our users 

are cooperative partners 

Central facility 

owner 

Central facility 
owner,CORSs 

owner  

Central 

facility owner 

Central facility 
owner 

,CORSs owner 

West Virginia Free of cost   CORSs owner CORSs owner CORSs owner CORSs owner 

No State Info Free of cost   
Central facility 
owner 

CORSs owner 
Central 
facility owner 

Central facility 
owner 

No State Info           

No State Info Free of cost   
Central facility 

owner 

Central facility 

owner 

Central 

facility owner 

Central facility 

owner 
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Q1 Q18 Q19a Q19b Q19c Q19a Text Q19b Text Q19c Text 

Alabama 
0% of total system 

operation cost 

Federal funds,State 

funds 

Federal 

funds,State funds 

Federal 

funds,State funds 
    

California 
0 % of total system 

operation cost 

Federal funds,State 

funds 
State funds 

Federal 

funds,State funds 
     

Colorado Do not know State funds Other Other   

PRIVATELY 

OWNED 

STATIONS 

COST IS 

UNKNOWN 

PRIVATE VENDORS 

Connecticut 
0 % of total system 

operation cost 
State funds State funds State funds      

Florida 
0 % of total system 

operation cost 
State funds State funds State funds      

Florida 
0 % of total system 

operation cost 

State funds 

 

  

State funds 

 

  

State funds 

 

  

     

Georgia 
Total cost of system 

operation 
Other Other Other 

Private 

Business 

Ownership 

for profit 

Self funded Self Funded 

Hawaii             

Illinois 
80% to 99% of total 

system operation cost 
Users/subscription fee 

Users/subscription 

fee 

Users/subscription 

fee 
     

Indiana 
0 % of total system 

operation cost 

Federal funds,State 

funds 
State funds State funds      

Iowa 
0 % of total system 

operation cost 
State funds State funds State funds      

Iowa 
0 % of total system 

operation cost 
State funds State funds State funds      

Louisiana 
Total cost of system 

operation 
Users/subscription fee 

Users/subscription 

fee 

Users/subscription 

fee 
     

Maine 
0 % of total system 

operation cost 
State funds State funds State funds    

Maryland             

Massachusett 
0 % of total system 

operation cost 

Federal funds,State 

funds 

Federal 

funds,State funds 

Federal 

funds,State funds 
     

Michigan 
0 % of total system 

operation cost 
State funds State funds State funds      

Minnesota 
0 % of total system 

operation cost 
State funds State funds State funds      

New Hampshire             

Ohio 
0 % of total system 

operation cost 
State funds State funds State funds      

Ohio 
0 % of total system 

operation cost 

Federal funds 

,State funds 
State funds State funds      

Oregon Do not know State funds State funds State funds      

Oregon 
0 % of total system 

operation cost 
State funds State funds State funds      

Pennsylvania 
0 % of total system 

operation cost 
State funds State funds State funds       

Tennessee 
1% to 20% of total 

system operation cost 

State 

funds,Users/subscription 

fee  

State funds 

,Users/subscription 

fee 

  

State funds 

,Users/subscription 

fee 

     

Texas 
0 % of total system 

operation cost 

State funds 

 

  

State funds 

 

  

State funds 

 

  

     

Utah 
Total cost of system 

operation 
State funds 

Users/subscription 

fee 

Users/subscription 

fee 
     

Vermont 
0 % of total system 

operation cost 

Federal funds,State 

funds 

Federal 

funds,State funds 

Federal funds 

,State funds 
     

Washington 
Total cost of system 

operation 

Users/subscription 

fee,Other 

Users/subscription 

fee,Other 

Users/subscription 

fee,Other 

Partner 

contributions, 

and initial 

investment by 

Seattle public 

Utilities,  

Some partner 

constitutions 

for software 

upgrades 

While there was no initial 

state funding, some DOT 

regions have contributed 

CORS hardware. There have 

been some contributions from 

universities from USGS grant 

funding. 

West Virginia   
Federal funds,State 

funds 

Federal 

funds,State funds 

Federal 

funds,State funds 
     

No State Info   
Federal funds,State 

funds 
State funds State funds      

No State Info             

No State Info 
0 % of total system 

operation cost 
Federal funds Federal funds Federal funds      
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Q1 Q20 Q21 Q21a TEXT Q22 Q23 Q23a TEXT 

Alabama 3 Yes   No     

California 1 Yes   Yes Unlimited access to 

data,Other, please specify: 

Access to "value added" data 

products like network corrected 

RTN data streams. 

Colorado 1 Yes   No     

Connecticut 1 Yes   No     

Florida 3 Yes   No     

Florida 2 Other, please specify: adjacent states 

and municpal  

No     

Georgia 3 No         

Hawaii             

Illinois 2 No         

Indiana 2 Other, please specify: Only 1 No     

Iowa 1 No previous existin 

 stations 

       

Iowa 1 No previous existing  

stations 

       

Louisiana 3 Yes   No     

Maine 0 No         

Maryland             

Massachusetts 1.5 No         

Michigan 3 Yes   No     

Minnesota 3 Yes   No     

New Hampshire             

Ohio 3 No         

Ohio 1 No         

Oregon 2 Yes   No     

Oregon 1.5 Yes   No     

Pennsylvania 1 Yes   No     

Tennessee 1 No         

Texas 5 Yes   No     

Utah 2 Yes   Yes Other, please specify: One free subscription for a 

station 

Vermont 2 No previous existing 

stations 

       

Washington 0.75 Yes   Yes Unlimited access to 

data,Other, please specify: 

Education opportunities for 

schools that host sites 

West Virginia 4 No         

No State Info 1 Yes   Yes Reduced subscription 
charges,Unlimited access to 

data 

 

No State Info             

No State Info 2 No         
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Appendix C: Vendors/Companies Interview Questions 
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Vendors/Companies Phone/Zoom Interview Questions 

 

SECTION ONE: PRODUCTS AND SERVICES 

 

 

Which of the following products/services does your company offer?  

 

i. CORS hardware  

- Types:      Approximate cost  

1. –     

2. – 

3. – 

  

ii. Central Processing Center (CPC) hardware  

- Types:      Approximate cost  

1. –     

2. – 

3. – 

 

iii. Central Processing Center (CPC) software  

- Types:      Approximate cost  

1. –     

2. – 

3. – 

 

iv. Does your company provide design services for GNSS-RTN systems?  

If YES,  

– Design as a stand-alone service 

– In conjunction with hardware or software procurement  

– Only for GNSS-RTN systems solely built by your company 

v. What is the approximate cost paid by clients for your design services and how is it 

determined?  
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vi. Does your company build and/or establish the following system components?  

- CORSs  

- Central Processing Center  

- Both  

If YES to any of the above, please indicate the type of service:  

- Stand-alone service  

- In conjunction with hardware/software procurement  

- In conjunction with system operation contracts  

- In conjunction with system design services 

- Part of building a complete GNSS-RTN system 

 

vii. What are the approximate costs for building system components and how are they 

determined?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

viii. Does your company operate GNSS-RTN systems?  

 

If YES to the above question, please indicate the type of service  

- Stand-alone service  

- Only for systems designed and built by your company 

 

ix. How are operation costs paid by clients determined by your company? Any ballpark 

numbers?  
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x. Does your company provide maintenance services for GNSS-RTN systems?  

 

If YES to the above question, please indicate the type of service.  

- Maintenance of CORSs  

- Maintenance of Central Processing Centers  

- Both  

 

 Is maintenance provided as (check all that apply):  

- Stand-alone service  

- Only for systems designed and built by your company  

- In conjunction with system operation contracts 

 

 

xi. How are maintenance costs estimated by your company? Any ballpark numbers? 
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SECTION TWO: CURRENT AND PAST CLIENTS 

 

xii. Which states have your company provided any of the following services?  

 

- Complete GNSS-RTN systems operated by your company  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

- Complete GNSS-RTN systems operated by owner or other agency  

 

-medium box- 

 

 

 

 

 

- Building the Central Processing Center (both hardware and software) 
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- Provide software for existing GNSS-RTN systems  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

- Supply hardware for CORSs  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

- Providing stand-alone design services for systems built by other companies 
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- Provide system operation services  

 

-medium box- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

- Provide system maintenance services  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

xiii. For GNSS-RTN systems your company helped plan, design, build, and/or operate, have 

you incorporated already existing CORSs in a larger GNSS-RTN network (e.g. statewide 

system)?  

 

- If YES to the above question, were incentives provided to the owners of the existing 

CORSs?  

  

- If incentives were provided, what are those incentives?  
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